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with twixtor you can apply a wide variety of effects to your images, like white and black clips,
watercolor, motion blur, gamma correction, noise reduction, overlay, and much more. twixtor is

available for mac and windows (32-bit and 64-bit) twixtor's advanced tracking technology is able to
work with virtually any type of video material. whether you are using a still or moving camera,

motion video, live action or animation, twixtor is ready for your next project. twixtor pro comes with
a wide variety of effects, ranging from simple ones such as color correction, contrast, brightness,

gamma and contrast, to more complex ones like noise reduction, white balance, and screen saver.
twixtor pro also provides users with a wide variety of controls to enhance the effects that they've

selected. the most powerful features of twixtor pro are the advanced tracking technology that is able
to work with virtually any type of video material. whether you are using a still or moving camera,
motion video, live action or animation, twixtor pro is ready for your next project. adds support for

16fs (unclamped 16 bit float) version 5 is much faster adds support for multi-host floating licenses:
with multi-host licensing you can float a single license across many applications, including: nuke,

flame, fusion, after effects (twixtor pro only), shake, softimage, smoke, combustion, premiere, maya
and max composite, and assimilate. adds support for floating licensing version 5 is much faster adds

support for multi-host application floating licenses: with multi-host licensing you can float a single
license across many applications, including: nuke, flame, fusion, after effects (twixtor pro only),

shake, softimage, smoke, combustion, premiere, maya and max composite, and assimilate.
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